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https://www.ramblers.org.uk using the link in the Members Area, or write to:
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Editorial
Three things to keep on
doing in 2021
It’s been an upsetting and disorienting
year for everyone, but Central Office
has done its best to inform and guide us
where it can. To support them and
Ramblers generally, we can do three
things in the coming year:
1—Keep in touch with the Area,
through the AGM!
Coronavirus means the coming AGM
will be held online, using Zoom.
Everyone can participate one way or
another, and it’s important that you do.
Full details are on page 17. Please study
them and take action in good time.
2—Keep in touch with your Group!
Arguably, the Ramblers as an
organisation has suffered more than
individual members from the two
lockdowns. Plenty of informal walks in
very small groups have taken place. But
our Groups have worked hard to restart
their walks programmes (see page 27
for some very upbeat annual reports).
Most have taken the opportunity to
review the way programmes are

arranged
and
publicised.
We
need to keep those
programmes
going (restrictions
permitting)
or
there is a danger
that Groups will
f r a g m e n t .
Members must feel part of a national
organisation dedicated to more than
just a Sunday walk, important though
the latter is.
3—Keep the ways open!
The photo on the cover shows a path in
the Much Hadham district: well
established, used and maintained—and
on the Definitive Map. But across the
Area there may be up to 680 miles of
potential rights of way that will be lost
forever if not claimed by 2026 by the
Don’t Lose Your Way campaign, the
next stage of which has just been
launched amid much media attention.
For Libby Martin’s inspiring update,
and how you can help, see page 4.
Justin Lumley

Editor:
Justin Lumley
46 Hilltop House, 117 Hornsey Lane, London N6 5NW
020 7561 1976 (home) 07773 103 839 (mobile) justin@alpenstock.info
As a member of Herts and North Middlesex Area Ramblers, you will always receive
Walk magazine and Stile (which includes AGM information in the December issue).
You must opt in to receive email information. Preferences can be changed at
www.ramblers.org.uk/my-account
Stile is also available in PDF form on our website (see below)
If you do not wish to receive a printed version please contact the Area Membership
Secretary at HNMmembership@gmail.com

www.ramblers.org.uk/hertfordshire-north-middlesex
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Area news
Worrying proposal to allow
widespread diversion of
public paths
Chris Beney
The farmers’ and landowners’
associations (NFU and CLA) have asked
government to enact legislation to:

•

permit farmers to divert any
public right of way where
livestock are present (most
diversions would be only 1
metre wide);

•

enable farmers to divert for 40
days out of every 90, i.e. nearly
half a year;

•

allow farmers to decide when,
whether and where to divert
public rights of way.
The Ramblers, with other access

Don’t Lose Your Way

Libby Martin
The result is out: up to 49,000 miles of
unrecorded rights of way across the
country! Many of you will have taken
part in the online map comparison
exercise in the spring, when every map
square in the country was checked
against historic OS maps. The figure is
the number of miles of footpaths,
bridleways and roads that were on the
historic maps but not shown today. We
had extensive coverage in national
media in early November. Overview
maps of the findings are now available,
showing 18 miles of routes in Enfield,
26 miles in Barnet, 6 miles in Haringey
and 630 miles in Hertfordshire! We are
looking forward to seeing the detailed
maps so that we can check them against
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organisations, has written to the
government expressing our opposition
to the proposals. Walking through fields
of cattle can be intimidating for many
walkers and initially this may seem like
a good way of avoiding having to do
this. Ramblers’ concern is that the paths
diverted may be less accessible, not
properly marked and in the long term
could lead to the loss of paths.
More details on Ramblers website:
https://tinyurl.com/claandnfu
Stile would be interested in our
members’ views on cattle on our paths,
particularly less disruptive ways of
helping walkers cope with farm
animals. Please contact the Editor—see
page 3.
Stop press: We think Defra may have
rejected this.
the current status of the routes on the
ground and the research we have done
so far.
The aim of the Don’t Lose Your Way
(DLYW) project is to find historical
evidence of legal rights of way that
never made it onto the Definitive Map
of Rights of Way—and to claim them
before the 2026 deadline. Volunteers
involved in DLYW are keeping in touch
via monthly video briefing meetings.
Ramblers are working with the British
Horse Society to gather a consolidated
database: this will identify routes across
the country that are being worked on or
have enough historical evidence to
justify future study. Photographs of
archive material gathered by DLYW
volunteers nationally will also be
brought together. Training material is
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being developed to supplement the
Restoring the Record workshops and
‘Green Book’ by Bucks and Wadey.
To support the next push, Central
Office would like to appoint a Don’t
Lose Your Way Coordinator for each
Highways Authority, so there are

vacancies in our Area for this role, as
well as for many more volunteers to do
map research and prepare applications
for unrecorded routes. If you are
interested, please contact me at
HNMdontloseyourway@gmail.com.

Area Walks Day—what
now?

the event.
We did have a good selection of walks
offered, and it was particularly pleasing
to have contributions from the newer,
non-geographically based groups.
So in the new year we will have to
decide what kind of event to hold next
September.
What ideas do you have? What do you
like and not like about Area Walks Day
and what changes should we make?
Please contact me at:
rambler130roger@gmail.com
or let your Area Representative know.

Roger Bangs
Yes, it was cancelled—not much of a
surprise for most members.
The Area Walks Day was planned to
be based at Chipperfield (see below).
Although some walk leaders were
prepared to still lead a walk, which
would have complied with Ramblers
guidance, there was a general feeling
that the day would not be well
supported, particularly as socialising
and meeting members from other
Groups is one of the reasons for holding

STILE wants to hear from you!
We are keen to improve Stile by giving all members a voice. Would you like to share a
favourite walk, an event, opinions, photos, your footpath work, a book or website, or simply a
letter that might be of interest to members? Contact the Editor (see page 3).
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Finchley & Hornsey:
remembering Tony
The piece by Christine Morris on the back
cover of Stile (June 2020 issue) omitted the
final paragraph for reasons of space. At
Christine’s request we include it here:
‘After some debate about how we could
commemorate the great service that

Tony gave to our group, it was decided
to fund the planting of a tree in the
main avenue in Trent Park. At our
winter solstice walk in December last
year we visited the newly planted lime
tree and viewed the plaque. We felt it
was an appropriate tribute to Tony and
something that will be there for many
years to come.’

Opinion
They should know better
Phil Escritt

As all Ramblers will know, members of
the public can use this public bridleway
by right. They do not need permission
from anyone.
The St Albans City and District
Council must by law keep the path
unobstructed and has a duty of care
towards anyone using the path. The
council has only very limited powers to
temporarily close the paths in certain
very specific circumstances.
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It would be much better if the sign
said: ‘Members of the public have the right
to use the bridleway to cross the golf course
but are not permitted to leave the bridleway
and enter the course without a current
golfing ticket’.
Do you have any examples of
misinformation? Please send them to
the Editor (see page 3).
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Don’t encourage shared-use
paths
Chris Pagan
The article on Greenways in Stile (June
2020) appears to be encouraging shareduse paths between walkers and cyclists.
Shared-use paths should, in my
opinion, be avoided.
Recreational walking involves physical
exercise and mental relaxation. Life on a
footpath moves at a peaceful 3 mph.
The sudden appearance of cyclists at 10
mph, or more, is stressful and destroys
the peace and mental relaxation. Stress
is as prevalent as obesity, so good
facilities for mental relaxation are

important. Reserving one side of the
path for walkers and the other side for
cyclists isn’t the answer. Completely
separate routes are needed.
If people are to be encouraged to walk,
walking should be enjoyable, and
mental relaxation is enjoyable.
The argument that money isn’t
available for separate routes for walkers
and cyclists is nonsense. Millions of
pounds are still being spent on building
new roads, although it isn’t official
policy to encourage motorists. It is
official policy to encourage walking and
cycling, so at least a comparable amount
of money should be spent on them.

Hertfordshire Way
Completing the
Hertfordshire Way—at 89
David Allard
When the pandemic started and with all
group walks cancelled, I was doing
some local walks from my home. But as
time passed, life was becoming rather
boring so I was looking for something
rather more exciting.
So I decided to walk the Hertfordshire
Way, starting with my own leg no. 14,
which I devised many years ago, from
Hare Street to Royston, followed by leg
13 Hare Street to Bishop’s Stortford
where I found the route blocked by
works on the Little Hadham Bypass.
The Hertfordshire Way route has now
been changed. After three more legs I
was at leg 10 and then leg 10B and leg
10A. I had to do several walks with no
pub stop so I was pleased when the
pubs were reopened.
I now decided that as I was getting a
long way from Royston, where I live, I

would start at leg 1 from Royston going
to Wallington, Little Wymondley, St
Albans, Markyate, Tring Station,
Berkhamsted, where I paid a visit to my
brother and sister, King’s Langley,
Shenley to Cuffley station, where I had
been at the start of leg 10A so I had now
completed the whole Way. When
walking from Berkhamsted to King’s
Langley, I walked through Chipperfield
where I had planned two walks for the
Area
Walks
Day
which
was
unfortunately cancelled. Hopefully we
will be able to go there next year.
The Hertfordshire Way
is an
absolutely fantastic walk and you do
not need two cars to be able to walk it.
Apart from leg 1 which finishes at
Wallington and leg 2 which starts at
Wallington where there are no buses so
one must detour to or from Baldock at
the start or finish of the leg, I was able
to get to the start of each day’s walk and
(Continued on page 8)
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return from the finish using buses and
trains. Of course you must check online
before setting out so you do not find
yourself stranded. In fact I was
surprised how easy it was.
My favourite leg was 10A which goes
through Broxbourne Woods. I got
rather lost so finished up doing this leg
twice, having no problem on the second

occasion.
Although the Way is now waymarked
in both directions I found it easier to
follow the white arrows which coincide
with the description in the book. If you
would like to see a map of the Way or
are interested in obtaining a guidebook,
go to www.fhw.org.uk

WANTED
Your email address!

REWARD:


Receive information about Area activities that you can get involved in, such as our
Area Walks Day, footpath work, campaigns* to protect local access or paths etc



Receive the Area AGM notice and papers by email



If you joined one of our Groups, they may also send you walk programmes and
invitations to social activities and holidays



Reduction of environmental and charitable costs: less paper and less postage,
saving valuable funds that can be put into our other work, such as campaigning to
enhance and protect the places where we walk, and claim lost paths

Groups and Area Council would love to be able to communicate directly with all their
members but only 66% have provided an email address.
To provide yours, please telephone 020 3961 3232 (Mon-Fri 9am-5pm) or email
ramblers@ramblers.org.uk to update your details centrally. Groups cannot update your
details and do not hold local lists as they need to abide by all data regulations.

* according to your opt-in preferences
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These islands
A walk along the John O’Groats Trail

The John O’Groat’s Trail was devised to provide an alternative ‘last leg’ of the journey from
Land’s End. In August, in the wake of lockdown, Patricia Pearl and a friend gave it a try.
Photos were taken on the stretch between Helmsdale and Lybster.
Lucky. Feeling so lucky. Only a few
days after Scotland opened up to
tourists and allowed hotels and selfcatering to take visitors we were on a
local train to Inverness ready to walk
stage 1 of the John O’ Groats Trail. Two
English pensioners on a mission.
The day started with rain but cleared

up. The walk over the Kessock bridge at
height with the lorries thundering by
was unsettling and we looked for
dolphins in the Beauly Firth in vain.
After crossing the bridge, it was a short
push up a steep hill into woodland and
afterwards over the Black Isle through
pretty countryside. We had great
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visibility with beautiful views of distant
hills with pockets of snow on their
northern slopes.
Walking
north,
following the route on the Harvey Map,
and with the comforting regular beep of
the Garmin from the downloaded GPX,
the directions were easy.
The first four stages cut across country
to avoid long diversions round
headlands. The paths pass through
woodlands and climb gentle hills. The
second part of the walk is along the
North Sea Coast. The big cliffs start at
Helmsdale. The Trail then sticks to the
coast passing glorious scenery of geos,
stacks and bays.
The Trail was devised four years ago
by Andy Robertson and Jay Wilson—
walkers who wanted to give others a
chance to complete their walk from
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Land’s End in style and avoid the
inland alternatives. In total, the Trail is
147 miles. It is a walk in its own right
and not just a means to an end.
The circumstances of our using the
Trail were unusual because it was
immediately after lockdown. The
Scottish rules were tough. People were
not allowed to go to their holiday
chalets or cottages. They were not
allowed to go more than five miles from
home. So, for over three months, no one
had walked many stretches of the wild
coastal paths and no one had been out
to clear them. The visitors book found
in a box near Berridale had last been
signed
in
August
2019.
The
overgrowing of the Trail is a problem
every July and August but in previous
years it has remained navigable by
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footfall. Instead, this year, parts of the
Trail have become overgrown. Our first
experience of vegetation blockage was a
500m stretch of bracken 2m high as we
left the Loch Fleet nature reserve. We
tried to push through but ended up
donning our high viz jackets and
walking beside the A9 for a while. I
especially disliked the gorse which had
crept over the paths, scratching my legs
through my trousers.
Luckily for us we had help with our
journey. I had been in touch with the
Friends of the John O’Groats Trail by
email and their Chair, Jay Wilson, had
said he would help and advise. He lent
us a fierce looking slashing tool—a long
blade with a sharp curved end which
you sweep into bracken and it falls
before you. More practically, and very
kindly, he arranged that the volunteers
and friends of the Trail should meet for
three days of work cutting the bracken
and the gorse; the aim being to open up
the Trail after months of not being used.
He timed this so that the volunteer
effort was put in on the very days that
we were due to walk the most difficult
sections. This was their first volunteer
day of the Covid year and we were
hugely grateful that they were keen to
help us. I am a slow walker and not
very strong. Whilst everyone else
slashed and cut I trudged at the back
and stamped down the vegetation. It
was hard work for everyone.
The volunteers have much to be proud
of—they have built stiles and bridges,
and put up hundreds of little markers
showing the route at every turn in each
direction. The group we were with were
entertaining and excellent company.
The volunteers are true enthusiasts, able

to talk about the history and wildlife of
the area with great knowledge. Jay is
energetic, generous and brave; he faced
a field of cows as the more timorous of
us walked as swiftly as we could to the
other side. As with any groups of
walkers, a day started with strangers
and ended as good companions.
There was so much to see on the route:
archaeology, historical sites, geology
and wildlife. Star sightings were a
colony of Arctic terns (by a roundabout
on the A9), nesting sandwich terns,
osprey, peregrine falcons, sand martins
and whales. Much of this was seen in
peace only half a mile from the A9—the
drivers of cars and lorries rush past on
the road, oblivious to the world of the
cliffs below them. There are many
harbours, but very few fishing boats.
Until 100 years ago this was herring
fishing country—the silver darlings
brought a wave of wealth to the local
communities every year. The legacy of
this industry includes beautiful small
harbours, some with perilous access to
the sea from the cliffs. The history of the
area also holds memories of the
Clearances with the abandoned remains
of Badbea village, founded in the 18th
century by folk cruelly evicted by their
landlords. Caithness has more ruined
castles, brochs and cairns than anyone
can count.
Back in
2020—the slashing and
clearing took us, with our new
companions, as far north as Lybster.
Then we were stuck. The volunteers
would not be able to return to the route
in time for us to continue with them on
our northwards route. We could not
advance alone. Maybe our luck had run
out. Instead, the OS Explorer maps gave
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us guidance. We simply walked the 32
miles straight to John O’ Groats on quiet
country roads through the open peat
moorland of Caithness. The walking
was simple and surprisingly pleasant—
huge open skies, windfarms, birdlife
and sheep. We ate our sandwiches
huddled out of the wind with several
sheep behind the Grey Cairns of
Camster. The views ahead opened up
with Orkney ahead and the red cliffs of
Hoy clearly visible. We arrived at
journey’s
end
triumphant
and
exhausted.
We have been walking the long
distance footpaths of Britain for over 20
years. Only two years ago we hatched a
plan to join up our routes so that we
could say we had walked from Land’s
End to John O’Groats. Walking this
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Trail was meant to be the last piece of
the puzzle for us but we were locked in
when we were meant to be walking a
section further south and that still needs
to be done. So, instead of finishing our
adventure on the North Coast we shall
finish our LEJOG in Edale. Hopefully
our luck will hold and we can complete
our walk soon.
© Patricia Pearl 2020
References
A draft version of the Trail Handbook
can be obtained through the Friends of
the John O’Groats Trail:
www.jogt.org.uk, and
www.Harveymaps.co.uk has the entire
route on one map.
OS Explorer Maps 432; 438; 441; 444;
450 and 451.
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Herts CC: Countryside & Rights of Way service
The view from County Hall

Tony Bradford, Head of Countryside &
Rights of Way, Herts CC (CRoW)
It has been a funny old year—I know,
always the one for understatement.
It won’t surprise you that the focus of
the report from Herts CC’s Countryside
& Rights of Way service is on how we
are adjusting to the Covid-19 Pandemic.
Since the very start of the national
Lockdown staff have been working
from home. Being part of Herts CC,
staff have been provided with the tools
and support to continue with their work
from make-shift offices established in
their homes. We are all learning to work
in a virtual world where Microsoft
Teams and Zoom are as important in
our working lives as maps, bowsaws
and vehicles. When face-to-face isn’t an
option it has been incredibly important
to develop and share new ways of
working. Team meetings, sharing good
practice and providing day-to-day
advice have mostly been achieved
through a screen. This software has also
been an important tool for keeping
people in touch with each other
socially—non-work chat continues to be
an important part of the working day as
it would be in the office environment.
More recently, Herts CC has made
changes to the office buildings to ensure
they are Covid-19 Secure places to
work. However, staff are still
encouraged to work in other ways so
that the building is available to those
who cannot perform their role from
their home.
I have been incredibly proud of the
CRoW team over this difficult period.

From day one, everyone has been
mucking in across the board to support
the wider work of Herts CC where they
can. Some were redeployed to work in
the team supporting Operation Shield
for the duration of Lockdown. Others
were supported to pick up the slack
whilst
the
contractor
workforce
grappled with Covid-19 Safe operation
protocols. Projects Officers from the
Communities Team (who manage the
volunteering activity) and our practical
resources (kit) were redeployed to
undertake urgent RoW jobs directly.
Our priority here was keeping the
network open for business during the
height of Lockdown where it provided
many (including us) with their only
respite and freedom.
The Definitive Map and Enforcement
team have seen their activity impacted
by the restrictions on working life.
Whilst some of the evidence base for
researching Modification and Public
Path Orders can be provided on request
as a scan by the Hertfordshire Archive
and Library Service (HALS), physical
examination of documents is often
required to pinpoint routes. HALS were
only able to reopen their doors to staff
in the early autumn. Council offices
have also been closed for the duration,
constraining our ability to make
available for inspection Orders and
notices. This halted case progress for a
significant number of months and even
now
this
is
still
constrained.
Enforcement cases at the outset of
Lockdown burgeoned. Illegitimate,
Covid-19
related,
path
closures
flourished as increased pressure on the
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network conflicted with landowners’
desire to keep family and staff safe from
the virus. Many of these issues were
rectified through gentle persuasion in
recognition of the tensions involved.
Throughout and following Lockdown,
various statements about taking
exercise outdoors have come out from
government. It won’t have escaped the
notice of all you ‘outdoor types’ that
there has been a significantly increased
interest in being active outdoors - be
that on foot, bicycle/ebike or horseback.
This has seen the team collaborating
with the NFU to issue joint press
statements and messages through the
Hertfordshire Walking eNews (25,000
recipients). These have endorsed the
network as a great resource for physical
and mental wellbeing. With so many
new people exploring the outdoors,
some with limited experience, these
messages have always promoted the
Countryside Code and our Google My
Map of Hertfordshire Right of Way; the
latter has recorded more than 600,000
views on the Herts CC website since its
launch a little over a year ago. (Google
Hertfordshire.gov.uk/rowmap.)
Our volunteer led Hertfordshire
Health Walks (HHW) is noted as the
largest accredited scheme in England
with more than 80 walks led per week
and over 68,000 attendances in 2019.
The walks are led by a team of more
than 300 trained volunteers. It won’t
surprise the reader that CRoW
suspended the HHW programme from
day-one of Lockdown—the walks have
remained dormant until their restart in
October. The HHW team have not been
resting on their laurels; with the lifting
of lockdown the two officers who co-
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ordinate the volunteers have developed
the Covid-19 Safe Protocol for the
walks, designed and delivered a
training package for volunteers that
wanted to support the HHW restart and
established a booking system that
enables the walks to manage participant
numbers and respond to NHS Test and
Trace. As I write this the first walks are
now underway as the bookings flood in.
In the longer term we hope to develop
the scheme further, linking into the
Green
Recovery
and
targeted,
community-based health and wellbeing
activity.
From Lockdown the activity of our
three mid-week and greenspace Friends
volunteer groups was also suspended.
However, the RoW parish surveyor
volunteers were able to continue with
their activity where they were not selfisolating. They continued to be out and
about on the network reporting issues,
refreshing
waymarking
and
undertaking the Ease of Use survey. As
with the HHW we have been keen to
restart our regular volunteer activity
and to this end we have developed a
Covid-19
Volunteering
Risk
Assessment. Through this and in
collaboration with the site owners we
have initially begun tasks with six
volunteers on site delivering work not
requiring tools and where social
distancing is possible. Since the easing
of national restrictions, we have
restarted activities in a sustainable way.
We recognise that we are in ‘this’ for the
long-haul, rather than bouncing from
closed to fully open and back again in
response to varying infection rates. We
plan
to
introduce
incremental
progression
based
upon
our
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comprehensive, local risk assessment
process and the experience we gain as
we go forward.
The Land Management team have
faced a dearth of contractors available
during Lockdown to take work
forwards and are now playing catchup.
The Climate Emergency and the
challenges faced by the natural world
that were the subject of pre-Covid-19
media attention, have not dissipated.
Hertfordshire County Council is
responding to these important agendas
with the development of a Sustainable
Hertfordshire
Strategy:
https://
tinyurl.com/y34klnan. The activity of
the CRoW team will be at the forefront
of improving wildlife across the county,
encouraging walking and cycling over
car travel and improving air quality (all
are aims set out within this aspirational

document). Despite the limitations on
delivery in the short-term and the
technological challenges of trying to
push digital mapping through domestic
“pipework” this team undertook full
field-based greenspace audits for two
local authorities over the summer,
identifying future opportunities to
achieve improvements for wildlife on
publicly owned and accessible land.
Meanwhile, our 1 year Active Travel
project has been investing in paths that
provide for everyday journeys for those
wishing to leave the car at home. As
well as delivering improvements in
Stevenage, Park Street, Royston and
Welwyn Garden City there is now a
pipeline of specified projects for
delivery through subsequent years’
capital programmes or funded through
development where opportunities arise.

Definitive Map update

Richard Cuthbert, Definitive Map & Enforcement, Herts CC CRoW department
The list of recent DM cases is very short, the requirement to post notices and adverts
being severely curtailed during lockdown and not all district and borough councils
being back to normal yet. The list below therefore shows other activity as well. We
would therefore ask all readers to keep checking the HertsCC RoW pages to ensure
they see Notices, and copies of Orders which can be requested directly from us.
The five-yearly DM update scheduled for 2020 is heavily delayed and may not
happen until 2021. (It will not be published without the changes at Tyttenhager
being included.) It would be very useful to know how much demand there is for the
update, as we have the option of skipping this one and perhaps issuing a 10-yearly
update in the future. Responses very welcome:
Richard.Cuthbert@hertfordshire.gov.uk
Dacorum

•

A series of orders have been confirmed affecting the recorded paths in the
neighbourhood of Betlow Farm in Tring Rural parish. The effect is to remove
some cross field paths and replace them with paths around the field
boundaries. (Ref DAC/144)

•

As the planning inspectorate has rejected a proposal to deregister and
(Continued on page 16)
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exchange part of the land on Boxmoor Common near Hemel Hempstead we
shall not make the proposed order for a new footpath. (Ref DAC/165/DED)
We have concluded that the evidence is sufficient for us to make orders to record
public rights of way in the following three cases. Note that this is the first stage in
the process. These orders must be advertised and any objections considered. They
will only become recorded on the definitive map if all objections are resolved and
the orders are formally confirmed.
(1) North Herts

•

The unsurfaced road known as Hoar’s Lane which runs from the end of
Hitchin BOAT 28 at Temple End south to join Charlton Road at its junction
with Preston BR6. This is shown on the OS map as the route of the Chiltern
Way. (The application was for either an RB or a BOAT, depending on the
application of the NERC Act; the Herts CC internal decision meeting agreed
on a BOAT.) (Ref NH/252/MOD)
(2) St Albans District

•

A footpath along the back of the houses in Gibbons Close Sandridge which
connects House Lane to Sandridge BR53 and the Woodland Park. (Ref
STA/167/MOD)
(3) East Herts

•

A very short diversion of Wareside BR4 to route the bridleway round the
edge of the garden at Morley Ponds. (Ref EH/473/DIV)

Hertsmere

•

We have submitted evidence to the planning inspectorate for the public
inquiries into the following two cases in Hertsmere where there are
outstanding appeals and objections:
- a footpath round the western edge of Aldenham Reservoir (HTM/205/
MOD)
- a proposed diversion of Packhorse Lane (Ridge BR39 and Shenley BR39).
(HTM/203/DIV)
Broxbourne

•

We have made recommendations to Broxbourne Borough Council for
modifications to Cheshunt FP16 under the Town and Country Planning Act
in response to an approved development. Herts CC has completed the draft
order consultation process and produced a report setting out the
application, consultation (and replies) and legal tests. Broxbourne BC now
has to decide whether or not to make the Order. Herts CC is effectively
Broxbourne’s agent but has no authority to make decisions or orders on its
behalf. (BRX/63/DIV TCPA)
Three Rivers

•

We have registered three additional parcels of common land at Batchworth
Heath. (CLP045a, CLP046a and CLP047a)
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Annual General Meeting
Saturday 23 January 2021 at 1.30 pm

Zoom meeting
Format of this year’s AGM
Following advice from Ramblers Central Office, our Area AGM will be held over Zoom this
year. Although we will miss the social aspects of the pre-AGM walk and meeting our
friends, we hope you will join us. If you do not have the necessary equipment to use Zoom,
you can join the meeting by phone.
All the papers for the AGM are in this issue of Stile (see pages 18 to 26), with the
exception of minutes of the last AGM. These can be found on the Area website (see page 3)
along with a copy of the other papers.
To join the meeting by computer/tablet/smartphone, use this link:
https://bit.ly/3lW1Q3Q or enter the following details into Zoom:
Meeting ID: 868 9926 0847 Passcode: 157913
To join by landline or ‘non-smart’ mobile phone please dial: +44 203 481 5240 or
+44 203 901 7895

Advance voting
To help the Area Council deliver this online AGM we ask you to submit some of your votes
in advance. The Area Chair will act as your proxy and vote on your behalf in the manner
you requested.
Please complete the online proxy form https://tinyurl.com/y5eogleq by Friday 16
January. If you don’t have internet access, please fill in the paper form (page 19) and return
to us by the same date. Please complete the form online if at all possible. Any forms
received after the deadline will be deemed invalid.
Please submit any matters arising from the previous year’s meeting, and questions on any
officers’ reports or the Herts CC Countryside & Rights of Way (CRoW) reports in advance,
on the proxy form. Questions/comments submitted will be read out and answered at the
meeting.
All members who have an email address registered on the central Ramblers system will be
emailed two weeks before the AGM, with a ‘one-click’ link to the Zoom meeting, plus links
to the minutes, papers and proxy voting form. If you have NOT already registered your
email address, please provide it to Ramblers by calling 020 3961 3232 or emailing
support@ramblers.zendesk.com

Nominations for Area officer and committee posts
We warmly welcome nominations from members to stand on Area Council. All officers and
committee members stand down each year, and although we have indicated where
existing volunteers are willing to stand for re-election, please put yourself forward if you’d
like to get involved. A list of positions is available on the Agenda. Most vital are the posts of
Secretary and Membership Secretary, for which we have vacancies.
Voting will take place at the meeting, in a block vote for those posts with only one
nominee. Contested posts will require further voting. Note, if you join by phone it may be
difficult or impossible to vote on the day.
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Agenda and nominations
1. Welcome by the Chair
2. Apologies for absence (sent in advance)
3. Minutes of the 2020 AGM (on the Area
website)
4. Matters arising (sent in advance)
5. Officers’ reports (for note)
•
Chair
•
Treasurer
•
Footpath Secretary
•
Membership Secretary
6. Consideration of annual reports
(comments and questions sent in advance)
7. Appointment of Julia Haynes as
independent examiner for the accounts
8. Questions and observations on Group
reports
9. Election of officers and committee
members—current officers willing to stand
for re-election are indicated with ‘(name)’
•
Chair—(Patricia Segui)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vice-Chair
Secretary
Treasurer (Jean Scott)
Footpath Secretary (Mark Westley)
Publicity Secretary/Media Contact
Membership Secretary
Minutes Secretary (Justin Lumley)
Countryside Secretary
Stile Editor—Justin Lumley
10. Election of Individual Members (5 max.)
11. Note of Group Representatives and
representatives of affiliated groups
12. Nomination of representatives to
General Council, Saturday 17 April 2021,
Birmingham: Patricia Segui, Roger Bangs
13. Any other business (sent in advance)
14. Trustee update and questions (sent in
advance)
15. Questions and comments (sent in
advance) on Herts CC Countryside and
Rights of Way (CRoW) department report

Become a Local Footpath Secretary!
YOU could make a real contribution to the Ramblers’ work.
If you can: walk your local paths regularly, report any problems to the Rights of Way
Service at County Hall or the relevant London Borough and react to any proposed
path orders (but these are rare)
then your help is needed to keep our rights of way open and in good order. You
will be supplied with maps and comprehensive guidance.

Local Footpath Secretaries are currently needed in:
Hemel Hempstead

Bayford

Bramfield

Enfield LB

Brickendon Liberty

Albury

Furneux Pelham

Brent Pelham &
Meesdon

Stocking Pelham

Sawbridgeworth

Little Hadham

Stapleford

Aldenham

Little Berkhamsted

Nash Mills

BUT... wherever you live or walk, your District or Borough Footpath Secretary would
like to hear from you. Do get in touch—see page 38 for contacts, or email:
mark.westley@ntlworld.com
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Ramblers Herts & North Middlesex Area AGM

Proxy Form
Please read the papers and explanatory notes in this issue of Stile before voting.
Complete the form online at: https://tinyurl.com/y5eogleq

If you don’t have internet access, please complete this paper form and send to:
Ramblers Area Secretary, 16 South Close, Barnet, Herts EN5 5TP
Forms must arrive by: 16 January 2021

Name: …………………………………………………………..........................
Membership number: ……………………..................

I, …………………………………………………………………..……(name)
with membership number ……………………………..
being a member of Ramblers within the Area of Hertfordshire & North Middlesex
and entitled to vote at the Area annual general meeting hereby appoint the chair of
the meeting as my proxy to vote on my behalf. I request such proxy to vote in the
manner indicated below.

Signed: ……………………………………………………..
Date: ………………………

(Continued on next page)
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•

Apologies for absence: Will you attend the meeting? Yes ….. No ……

•

Please vote individually for each item, placing an ‘X’ in the appropriate
box. An absence of a response will be deemed an abstention.

Item

Details

For

1

Approval of minutes of 2020
AGM

2

Approval of the Area
Treasurer’s annual report and
statement of accounts

3

Approval of the appointment of
the independent
examiner for the accounts

4

Approval of the appointment of
General Council
Representatives: Patricia Segui
and Roger Bangs

Against

Abstain

On a separate sheet, please add anything you wish to say on the following:

•

Matters arising

•

Questions or comments for the Treasurer or other officers

•

Questions to Herts CC Countryside & Rights of Way

•

Nomination for officer post or committee member position (self-nomination)

•

Nomination for Individual Members (self-nomination) - NOT Group reps

•

Any other business (AOB must be sent in advance to arrive by 16 January)
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Co-Chairs’ report
Patricia Segui and Rebecca Dawson
Little did we know how different 2020 was
going to be, when in January we were
elected as Chair, and Vice Chair (working as
co-Chairs). But, despite the enormous
impact of the Coronavirus pandemic, our
individual
volunteers,
Groups
and
committees have risen to the challenge,
and continued to support walkers and
protect our access rights across our Area.
Our biggest challenge was not being able
to meet, whether to volunteer or walk.
We were determined not to let such
obstacles get in our way, and by embracing
new ways of working, including ‘virtual’
meetings, we have been able to continue to
communicate and progress our work.
Zoom meetings proved fruitful, not just for
committee meetings but also for volunteers
from all Groups to get together to share
concerns, ideas and support. The
overwhelming enthusiasm of members to
adapt to this new ‘digital’ way of working
led to Groups sharing best practice and
helping each other in practical ways. All
Groups had resumed group walking by the
autumn, and are now armed with
knowledge and experience of how to
restart after lockdown #2.
Group walking (a main reason for joining
the Ramblers according to a recent
member survey) was significantly affected,
with group walks suspended during the two
lockdowns. Yet walking as an activity has
boomed: during the early weeks of the first
lockdown, when most people were
restricted to exercising close to home,
many explored local paths and green
spaces. We hope this is an opportunity to
encourage more people to join Ramblers,
support walking and help us protect our
vital path network.
Suspension of group walks meant finding

other ways to keep in touch with members.
Several Groups took socials online, using
Zoom for quizzes and virtual pub nights;
others used WhatsApp to keep members
up to date. Many members arranged
informal walks through WhatsApp and
social media. The Area Council has
purchased a Zoom account for use by
Groups, who are making good use of it.
Despite physical checking by Footpath
Secretaries being on hold, the footpath
‘desk-work’ could continue.
The results of the Don’t Lose Your Way
(DLYW) map comparison earlier this year
revealed 49,000 miles of potentially ‘lost’
paths that don’t appear on the Definitive
Map. In Hertfordshire the results show 630
miles alone! Thanks to the Ramblers
members and the public who took part in
the mapping exercise, we have this
updated view of our path network. The
hard work is yet to come—identifying the
paths to focus on, and the research
required to support the claims. We’ll need
volunteers more than ever—so please get
in touch with Libby (page 4) if you can help.
Volunteers are crucial to this Area and its
Groups. Their expertise, skill, hands-on help
and time support the various activities
needed to run group walks and socials, and
recruit and communicate with members.
Our volunteers represent the Groups,
manage Area funds and distribution to
Groups, coordinate the work of Footpath
Secretaries, and liaise with Central Office,
its staff, the Area, and our Groups.
And the Area is looking for new volunteers.
The rewards are many: joining a thriving
community, doing something for others, a
chance to keep your skills alive (perhaps
from work), socialising with like-minded
people, and a sense of purpose—especially
poignant this year.
Sadly, two long-serving Area officers will
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be standing down at this AGM: Beth
Houghton, Area Membership Secretary for
8½ years, and Libby Martin, Area Secretary
for two years. We are incredibly grateful for
the time, commitment and enthusiasm
they brought to these roles. We’re now
urgently seeking new volunteers for these
vital roles which enable our Area to run
effectively. Please contact the current office
holders, or the Co-Chairs, to discuss what’s
involved, and put yourself forward at the
AGM.

Finally, our AGM on 23 January will be
going ‘virtual’ this year. Although this will
be different to previous years, we hope it
may allow others to attend who would
ordinarily struggle to get to the venue. No
special equipment is required; members
can dial in by landline or mobile phone,
computer or smart device (phone, tablet).
We hope that you will be able to join us as
we look forward to 2021 and hopefully a
year with more walking and fewer
lockdowns.

Treasurer’s report

3.

Jean Scott
Thank you to all the Group Treasurers for
their work throughout the year and for
responding promptly to Area requests for
information. Thanks also to Julia Haynes of
Finchley & Hornsey for her work as External
Examiner.
The 2020 Annual Accounts are set out in
the following table with comparisons to the
previous year. This year has been
particularly difficult and in the main has
resulted in reduced costs for meetings and
other face to face activities. The following
notes highlight relevant points against the
lines of the accounts:
1.
This represents the funding from
Head Office for both Area and the
Groups. Head Office use a simple
formula to decide how much each
Group and Area receive based on
numbers of members, with an
option to request more funds for
specific activities.
2.
Last year we were advised that all
adverts must be relevant to the
Ramblers’ charitable objectives and
this directive has led to a reduction
in the number of adverts we can
include and consequently a drop in
income.
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4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

Budget payments to the Groups
were roughly in line with last year.
We continued to publish Stile
during the year and made some
savings in publication costs.
Reduced costs due to cancelled
meeting rooms.
There have been fewer meetings,
but this amount includes the
deposit for the AGM.
Administration cost incudes bank
charges and committee member
expenses.
General Council was initially
cancelled this year and all costs
were refunded in full.
The cost for membership of Open
Spaces Society.
Area Walks Day had to be cancelled
for 2020. The £100 represents a £50
donation for the 2019 hall and a
deposit paid for 2020.
Even though our costs were less we
still had a small loss, and in line with
our intention continued to reduce
the level of our reserves. Our aim is
for our reserves to support our
running costs for just over one year.
This figure represents funds held for
Herts Weekend Walkers.
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RAMBLERS' ASSOCIATION—HERTFORDSHIRE AND NORTH MIDDLESEX AREA
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2020

INCOME
Central Office Budget payments
Donations
Advertising income Stile
Total income

2019

10,209.44

9,580.00
110.00
300.00
9,990.00

1

3
4

10,311.23

4,580.30
5,546.42
72.99
135.00
240.84
234.96
545.07
45.00
23.33
232.00
11,655.91

(41.79)

(1,665.91)

2020
8,403.48
(41.79)
8,361.69
247.53
8,609.22

2019
10,069.39
(1,665.91)
8,403.48
227.53
8,631.01

8,609.22

8,631.01

60.00
10,269.44

EXPENDITURE
Budget payments to local Groups
Stile
Don’t Lose Your Way project
Footpaths and countryside protection
Meetings (incl. AGM)
Administration
Visitors (2) to General Council
Subs/donations
Area Walks Day
Area Group Get Together
Total expenditure

4,479.91
5,195.43
96.36
30.00
218.00
146.53
45.00
100.00

Surplus/Deficit for the year
BALANCE SHEET AT 30 SEPTEMBER
Funds at beginning of year
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
Funds at end of year
Ring fenced funds for Herts Weekend Walkers
Represented by:
Cash at bank

Notes (see
Treasurer’s
report)

2020

2

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

Report of the Independent Examiner
Having carried out procedures in accordance with the Area and Group independent
guidelines, I consider the Hertfordshire and North Middlesex Area accounts to have been
properly prepared and give a true and fair view of the Area’s finances for the year ended
30 September 2020.
Julia Haynes Date: 14 October 2020
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Area and Group main accounts: comparison
Compiled by Jean Scott
Area

Membership (Jun 20)

W Herts

£439

E Herts N Herts

£227

£406

NL & SH

£472

Royston W & 3R

£166

£236

F&H

Stag
Walkers

£392

£103

Income
From Area/Central Office £10,209

£543

£670

£800

Donations

£460

£100

£437

£596

£261

£350 £1,080

£181

£50

£380

£217

£350 £1,460

£398

Legacies
Advert Sales

£60

£818

Publications
Day Walks
Net Self Funded

(£179)

(£1,512)

£443

(£50)

£543

£1,039

£261

Interest
Other

£50

Total

£10,319

£824

£770

£123

£8

Payments
Group Funding

£4,480

Newsletter/Website

£5,195

Walks Programmes
Walks related

£100

Publicity
Campaigns/casework

£157
£92

£222
£19

£48

£513

£7

£486

£37

£11

£1,732

£157

£171

£280

Training
Meetings (incl AGM)

£218

Admin
Other
Total

£10,341

Surplus/(deficit)

£129

£79

£147

£5

£29

£30

£11

(£22)

£143

£44

£77

£10

£515

£100

£1,896

£513

£330

£401

£507

£157

£309

£669 (£1,354)

£525

(£69)

(£52)

£953

£241

Cash balance (Main)

£8,609

£2,231 £1,323

£2,356

£939

£548

£344 £1,190

£330

Reserves %

83.3%

433.1% 1323%

124.3%

182.9%

166.2%
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Membership Secretary’s
report
Patricia Segui
This year, Area membership fell by 0.3%
which is a great improvement on previous
years and a fantastic performance in itself
compared with the national figure of a 4%
decline in members (membership stands at
98,718 nationally, this is well below the
symbolic 100,000).
The proportion of volunteers doubled to
10%; due to a change of policy, all
volunteers including walk leaders should
register
with
Central
Office.
43 members in area hold a lifetime
membership; this represents 2% of

Area Footpath Secretary’s
report
Mark Westley
1816 was known as the Year Without a
Summer following the eruption of Mount
Tambora in the Dutch East Indies (now
Indonesia). For many, 2020 may become
known as the Year Without a Summer
Holiday. This time, it was not a volcano
blotting out the sun but a pandemic
keeping many of us indoors during the best

members, double the national figure.
Membership subscription rates were not
raised on 1 October 2020 as is often the
case. Individual membership: £36.60, joint:
£49, concessionary rates, 25.60 individual
and £34 joint.
The number of groups affiliated to Area
stands at 8.
Only 66.6% of members are reachable by
email of which 71.6% have agreed to
receiving direct marketing from Ramblers
and as such are kept up to date with the
campaigning work etc. To find out how to
provide your email address and the benefits
of this please see page 8.

of the weather and restricting non-essential
travel. Now it looks like large swathes of
Britain are heading into Autumn and
Winter without much opportunity for
walking more than a few miles from home.
We have been told that, despite
restrictions on many activities, exercise is
necessary to combat Covid-19, or its
indirect health risks, and safer out of doors.
(Continued on page 26)
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Several organisations have sprung up to
promote local walking routes. It strikes me
that they are reinventing one of the aims of
the Ramblers and that we should be
leading this movement. We can take this
opportunity to rediscover our local
pedestrian routes and to lobby for
improvements to the network of paths that
connect us to our local shops and to the
next neighbourhood.
Parliament has made no progress on rights
of way legislation owing to the
Government’s preoccupation with Brexit
and Covid-19. User organisations continue
to make piecemeal applications to add
paths to the Definitive Map and Statement
(DM&S) using documentary and user
evidence for each route. I hope that the
new enthusiasm for walking and cycling
generated by the need for outdoor exercise
and restrictions on public transport will
stimulate the recording of more ways as
people rediscover paths that they used to
use.
Barnet LB has started an overhaul of its
DM&S to dispose of a large backlog of
historical changes, some dating back to
when Middlesex was an administrative
county and parts of Barnet were in
Hertfordshire. Libby Martin has received an
analysis from a local resident of
discrepancies
between
the
DM&S,
Ordnance Survey maps and the Council’s
internal working map and has been
advising the Council on what legal actions
are necessary to make the DM&S into the
comprehensive and conclusive record that
it is meant to be.
Herts CC is due to produce a consolidation
of its DM&S at the end of 2020 which I
hope will show long-awaited information
about the new path networks at
Panshanger and at Tyttenhanger, which
have still not appeared on Herts CC’s online
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rights of way maps. One short bridleway
extension at Panshanger has been recorded
officially but most of the new paths opened
in 2019 are shown only on the information
map provided on site and online by Tarmac.
This map does not distinguish rights of way
from permissive paths, so you cannot
guarantee to find them open if you should
visit the country park. (Map available on
Area website—see bottom of page 3.)
Covid-19 brought much of our Footpath
Secretaries’ work to a halt for a large part
of 2020. Not only were all group walks
cancelled after 17 March but also all indoor
and outdoor meetings. Site visits to discuss
problems or proposals had to be conducted
by lone individuals, which meant that the
parties with an interest in a case had to visit
separately and discuss electronically.
Socially distanced site visits and
maintenance tasks were able to restart in
July, but London boroughs were subject to
Tier 2 restrictions from October.
Two large road improvement schemes in
East Hertfordshire are underway but will
not be finished before our AGM. The Little
Hadham bypass and flood alleviation
scheme will affect several rights of way
which will be provided with gradeseparated crossings. The reduced traffic on
the old A120 should make walking the
roads in the village more pleasant. The
A602 improvement scheme around
Woodhall Park will provide new cycling
facilities and a grade-separated crossing for
the footpath that leads from Sacombe
Pound into the park.
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Group reports 2020
East Herts

Sarah Lea
Due to the uncertainty of the times and
the difficulty we have had finding
people to come onto the committee and
to lead walks the committee decided to
change how we operate for the
foreseeable future. We have decided to
operate a rolling walk programme that
will be available online on the website
and the Ramblers walk page.
We have set up new forms on the
website to enable people to submit
walks and book onto walks. We are
looking at setting up a system that will
enable us to keep in regular contact
with our members by email and keep
members updated about future walks.
David Glass has put a tremendous
amount of work into setting this up. We
also want to record our thanks to Herts

Weekend Walkers who have been
extremely helpful with practical advice
and sharing of expertise and examples
of documents.
We restarted our walks on 5
September and at the time of writing we
have had a walk every week. We have
not had many people on the majority of
our walks but have seen new walkers,
some of whom have since joined
Ramblers.
Our Facebook page has a range of
posts and pictures about walking
related issues.

Finchley & Hornsey
Declan Leyden
[This is a summary of a fuller report
presented at the Group AGM—Ed.]
We offered a full walks programme at
the start of the year but regrettably that

Finchley & Hornsey at Wilstone: first official walk since summer lockdown, October 2020
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came to an end in early March, together
with plans for two walking holidays. I
am pleased to say that on 18 October a
Covid-safe programme started. Details
are on our website and we are very
grateful to the leaders. We are most
grateful, too, for the help and support
we received from other Groups with the
restarting process, during and after two
online meetings. We fully appreciate
that it is a choice for members and
leaders whether to participate in group
walking at this time. We hope to see
everyone back with us when the times
allow.
A number of committee members
stood down at the AGM in November. I
pay tribute to all of them for their
contributions
and
dedication,
particularly Chris Barker (Walks
Coordinator for 10 years) and Christine
Morris (in many capacities since the
Group started in 1991). Thanks are also
due to Julia Haynes for her continuing
work researching IT ideas and solutions

for the website, a secure email system
and a walks booking facility.

Herts Weekend Walkers

Liz Nolan
The Group has continued to flourish
despite these challenging times. In
common with other Groups, we came
to a standstill during lockdown.
However, we have been able to adapt
quickly to the new normal.
During lockdown we encouraged
members to walk locally and post
photographs on our Facebook pages.
Before restarting official walks, we
engaged with Area and exchanged
ideas with other Groups. We were
fortunate to have the necessary skills to
allow us to adapt our processes to
restart group walks quickly. This
included incorporating the new risk
assessment into our online walks
submission form and creating a digital
bookings system. For the time being we
have decided to restrict numbers to a
maximum of 15 per walk and we
endeavour
to
schedule at least
two led walks
every weekend.
Even
in
adversity
we
managed
to
have
some
walking
trips
away, including
weekends
in
Eastbourne and
the Peak District
and a week
a w a y
i n
Somerset.
The
demand
Herts Weekend Walkers at the Long Man of Wilmington (Eastbourne)
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for our walks is as great as ever and we
look forward to the future with
optimism.
We would like to thank the
Coordinating Committee, walk leaders
and members for making the Group
such a success.

North Herts

Ron Faulkner
This report covers the periods before
and after Covid. Prior activities
continued with the regular
“housekeeping” activities and the twomonthly committee meetings were
later conducted by Zoom. Publication
of Ten More Walks in North Hertfordshire
resulted in a spike in sales following the
onset of Covid. The publication of
HOOP (Hitchin Outer Orbital Path) was
considerably revised.
A rolling programme of walks is now
in operation following two trial walks
on 18 and 19 July adhering to Covid
regulations. As a result 76 walks have
taken place, or are planned until 29
November. Walks are booked online
from the advertised list one week at a
time via “Join a Walk” request. Easy
instructions follow an application form
listing area of walk, distance, group size
and availability. More detailed advice is
available on our ‘Guidance for Walkers’
online. These arrangements are
working well. We will review progress
in due course.

North London & South
Herts
Beth Houghton
We ran 46 long walks, 38 short walks
and 13 shorter mid-week ‘social walks’
this year, despite cancelling 32 walks
and some social events during

lockdown. During that we offered our
members details of 120 long and short
walks from our digital walks library for
solo or informal walks with friends.
Short Walks Secretary John Baxter also
set up a WhatsApp Walking Friends
Group, enabling people to contact each
other and share ideas, maps and photos
of walks. Since group walking restarted
in July, we have run a rolling
programme, posting walks on a
OneDrive page accessed via a link from
our website. Those leaders willing to
lead under Covid constraints decided
the booking method and numbers on
walks. More of our leaders have
gradually participated and we even
welcomed a couple of new ones.
Contact
with
members
was
maintained through two newsletters
and by emails, but members unwilling
to
receive
email
have
been
disadvantaged by our increased
reliance on online delivery. Committee
meetings went ahead on Zoom—also to
be used for our 2020 AGM.
Fifty new members joined this year;
we had a 91.7% renewal rate and ended
the year with 495 members, down by
only six.

Royston
Vivienne Brown
2020 began well, with a full and varied
programme of walks taking us through
to the end of April. Alas, we didn’t
quite make it to April but we enjoyed
over 60 wonderful walks in five
counties between November and
March, with record numbers attending.
And then… Lockdown. Confined to
quarters. One hour a day outside, for
exercise only. Group walks cancelled
until further notice. No traffic! No
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aeroplanes! Birdsong! Breathable air! O
brave new world, etc…
How did we cope? Weekly gettogethers for members on Zoom;
additional Committee meetings as
needed (Zoom again); regular updates
on our website and Facebook pages;
insights and advice from Area; advice
and guidance (rules and instructions?)
from Ramblers UK; and of course, we
kept on walking—individually, in pairs,
in small groups and always in line with
national guidance.
And now? A rolling programme of
walks since September. Yay! Brilliant,
brave, indomitable leaders willing to
take on the challenge of leading in the
time of Covid-19. Such joy to be out
once again in the open, in the company
of (more than five) others, and often
with a rewarding drink to be had at the
end. Lucky us. Huge thanks to our walk
leaders for making it all possible.

Stag Walkers

Claire Hillier
Stag Walkers started the year strong,
with an enthusiastic committee and
plans afoot. We had arranged to walk
the whole of the Icknield Way Path, in
sections, ending with a weekend away
in Thetford to complete the 110 miles.
However, after completing just three
sections our plans were cut short by
Covid-19.
Despite Covid-19 constraints, our
committee rallied together to put on a
range of online socials and activities to
keep our members busy in lockdown. In
May, we even encouraged our members
to walk locally with our Alternative
Walking Festival, collecting data on
how far they had walked.
Come July, we were all very much
relieved when Ramblers announced
that group walks could resume. Despite
a little apprehension at first, Stag

Stag Walkers at Ivinghoe Beacon, January 2020.
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Walkers delivered a solid walk
programme for the restart. Since then,
we have offered walks most weekends,
varying in both length and location;
many of which have been
oversubscribed. We even ran a small
socially-distanced sporting social in
September, which was a success.
Stag Walkers are stronger than ever
and are hopeful for 2021!

Watford & Three Rivers
Clare Bonnick
When our group walks were brought
abruptly to an end in March, we set up
a weekly Zoom call to keep in touch
with
members
and
encouraged
individuals to keep walking—firstly in
their household groups and then, as
restrictions slowly relaxed, in small
groups. WhatsApp was invaluable to
many members for arranging informal
walks.
We opted not to restart official group
walks until the numbers we were

permitted to take were increased to 30,
and since the beginning of September,
have been able to revert to a
programme of Saturday walks and the
occasional mid-week walk. Not all our
usual leaders are willing or able to lead
right now, so we are very grateful to
those that are. We are operating a
rolling online programme up to a
month ahead at the moment and are
very pleased to welcome as regular
walkers a number of members who
joined just before or during lockdown.
We had to cancel our planned group
weekend away to the Wye Valley in
May, so were particularly pleased to be
able to go ahead with our trip to
Eastbourne in September. We were also
blessed with good weather!

(Continued on page 32)

Watford & Three Rivers Group at the Seven Sisters near Eastbourne
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West Herts

Marion Adams
At West Herts our walking programme
came to an abrupt halt with our last
walk on 17 March.
The following four months found us
walking individually and sharing our
walks with fellow members on the
WhatsApp group. Holidays and trips
were cancelled. In June we had a virtual
walking
festival
called
Summer
Escapes, collectively clocking up 800
miles. Whilst we were unable to meet
with others socially, we were
nevertheless able to enjoy some
entertaining quiz evenings on Zoom.
Following
the
publication
of
Guidelines for restarting walks, our
Walks Organiser devised a booking
system for the website. Walks are
published weekly, people book on and

West Herts walkers near Watlington
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a register is automatically generated for
the walk. As we are walking in smaller
groups it is necessary to have a choice
of walks available to meet demand. We
are therefore in need of new leaders to
join our existing loyal team.
Our membership numbers have risen
since the pandemic and we have been
pleased to welcome new members.
Whilst it has been a dreadful year in
many ways, we now have a walking
programme again, albeit a very
different one. We are very happy to be
able to walk again.
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Walks to enjoy
Self-guided Covid walks

Libby Martin
During these strange Covid times,
Groups are running Ramblers walks,
but places have to be booked in
advance, and numbers are limited. This
isn’t catering for the numbers who want
to walk, and many of us are making our
own arrangements to walk alone or
with a couple of friends. So, for this
issue of Stile, we thought we would give
you several walks without a detailed
description, but with a mapped route
you can follow on your phone.
John Baxter in North London & South
Herts Group has been experimenting
with ways to make mapped routes
available in a freely accessible form, on
your smart phone, e.g. in Google Maps.
I have used his method to create one
consolidated map of all the routes
below. Many thanks, John! I’ve got it in

the form of a Google Map you can
share—if you click the link it will take
you straight in to Google Maps with the
routes all loaded. It works on an iPhone
as well as a computer. The map layer
includes not only the new walks below,
but also the routes of the other walks
listed on the Area website (where
detailed walk descriptions are
available).
A PDF map you can print for each
route is available from the Area
website: go to www.ramblers.org.uk/
hertfordshire-north-middlesex and
follow the ‘Walk Routes’ link. If you are
more techie and have some other
mapping software or device, you can
also download the GPX of all these
routes.
See following pages for brief route
descriptions.

Using your phone to follow a route
Via this link to Google Maps, or iPhone mapping:
https://tinyurl.com/HNMAreaMaps

•

The routes appear as a map layer which can be removed whenever you like,
and reloaded by using the link again.

•

Use the phone every now and again to check where you are and where to go
next. If you keep it on all the time, your battery will run down before you get
home!

•

You should take a copy of the printed PDF of the route, and a paper map as
well if you have one.

•

Also note: many of these routes were drawn with mapping software, not
recorded on a GPS device, so the line may not be exact. Don’t worry too
much if they are slightly to the side of the line as long as you are going in the
right direction.

•

You don’t need the internet switched on when you are using the maps, but
you do need your location.
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The walks
Walk 18: Widford 10.8 miles—Sarah Lea
This is a lovely circular walk
from Widford. It walks along
the Ash Valley to Bakers End
then up to Barwick Ford and,
enjoying wonderful views
over the Rib valley,
continues to Hadham Cross
and Hadham Mill. The walk
finishes by climbing the hill
to Widford church (see
photo). The footpath through
Widford church grounds was a major success for the Ramblers when it fought the
contention that a right of way couldn’t be granted through church lands.
Walk 19: Markyate 12 miles—Libby Martin
This walk passes through the Whipsnade
Tree Cathedral (see photo) and gives you
a good view of the gliders on Dunstable
Downs. The car park is only available on
Sundays, but you can park the odd car on
the streets.

Walk 20: Welwyn and Ayots 12.5 miles—Libby Martin
This walk from the sports fields on
Ottway Walk goes via Ayot Green
through the lovely Brocket Hall estate
and along the River Lea to Gustard
Wood, where there’s a handy pub stop
if needed. Back via Ayot St Lawrence
with great views north and another
pub. There are several obvious
shortcuts if needed, or you could use a
different start point. (Photo: the church
at Ayot St Peter’s.)
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Walk 21: East Stevenage 11 miles—Patricia Segui
Starting from Ridlins car
park at the eastern edge of
Stevenage, this walk will
take you through Aston,
Benington and Walkern,
passing Walkern Mill (see
photo).

Walk 22: Hertford North 7 miles—Libby Martin
From Hertford
North station, head
north up the River
Beane to explore the
relatively new rights
of way around the
attractive Goldings
estate to Waterford.
Back through Bengeo
and past the Rivers
Rib and Mimram to
rejoin the Beane on
your way through
Hertford.
Walk 23: Cassiobury Park 5.4 miles—Roger Bangs

Start at the car
park at
Cassiobury Park,
Watford WD18
7LG, near Watford
Metropolitan Line
station. A walk by
river and fields to
Harrocks Wood
returning through
Whippendell
Wood.
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Achievements
North Herts: a bench on the Beane

Installing a bench looks straightforward, but it takes time and a bit of thinking as well as
hard work. David Ashby describes the stages. The bench is at the junction of Aston FPs 13
and 17 and Benington FP02, on the banks of the River Beane and work was completed in
January 2020.
Site approval visit: Harold and Carol Stokes
and Rosalind squatting demurely on a so far
virtual bench at the proposed location.

Five months after site approval, the
first sod is removed and construction
begins.

Installation complete—with first
customers for a wet bottom. Some work
took place in very damp weather.

Sunshine at last, and a fine view
with Benington High Wood in the
distance.
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Books
A novel about walkers—
by a walker
Fifty Paces Forward! by Colin Saunders (Footline
Press) £10 for Ramblers members, £1 goes to
Ramblers; to order, visit:
www.colinsaunders.org.uk/books/
This novel is a delicate mix of fact and fiction. It is
set in the early 1960s, the great age of railway
rambles; a time when large parties filled whole
carriages and had to be split into manageable
groups, and the reassurance of a smartphone or GPS
was still in the future. The title refers to the
traditional command that gentlemen walk on a
respectful distance so ladies can take a comfort stop.
The fictional element centres on the recently
widowed Eddie, who is persuaded to join a walking
group by his amorous neighbour Rosalyn. Rosalyn
then faces competition for Eddie’s affections from
Tsubrina, who herself attracts the attentions of many a male walker… It seems
nothing special at first, but the author keeps us wanting to know who wins the day.
The ending is worth waiting for—and quite unexpected. High marks for originality.
The names of smaller places are fictional too. You can easily detect them if you
know Kent and Sussex at all well. The countryside and the pub atmosphere are real
enough—no doubt based on the author’s many years of walking.
Characters and narrative save the novel from being no more than historical fiction.
The outlandish clothing, rivalry, countryside capers, the author’s ear for local
accents, the occasional heartwarming outcome, all make for an entertaining read.
Some of the personalities are finely drawn. The author stresses they are all fictional;
the truth, of course, will be far stranger.

By the same author: The Capital Ring
Fifty Paces is Colin Saunders’ first venture into fiction. He
made his name with walking guides, and here is the latest: a
new edition of The Capital Ring (Aurum Press £14.99),
published this autumn.
Time has not permitted a full ‘test walk’, but there is every
sign of the meticulous research, clear directions and
stimulating photography we have come to expect from
Colin. It leaves almost nothing to be desired. Even if (like
me) you completed the Ring relatively recently, this
beautifully produced guide will make you want to do it all
again.
Justin Lumley
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Area information
Area Co-Chairs
Patricia Segui and Rebecca Dawson: HNMChair@gmail.com
Area Secretary
Libby Martin: HNMsecretary@gmail.com
Ramblers: www.ramblers.org.uk
Herts and North Middlesex Area: www.ramblers.org.uk/hertfordshire-north-middlesex
South East Walker newspaper:
www.surreyramblers.org.uk/news/35-south-east-walker.html

Footpath problems (1) — contact one of the Footpath Secretaries:
Area Footpath Secretary
Mark Westley:
mark.westley@ntlworld.com
District and Borough FP Secretaries
North Herts District, Stevenage Borough
David Allard:
david.slade.allard@gmail.com

Hertsmere Borough, Welwyn Hatfield
Borough
Ian Hardy: ian.hardy@btinternet.com
Broxbourne Borough, East Herts District
Chris Pagan:
alfredpagan@btinternet.com

Dacorum Borough
John Rowe: johnm.rowe@talktalk.net
Three Rivers District ,Watford Borough
Colin Knight: colinknight@waitrose.com

Enfield
Vacant
(Temporary contact: Ian Hardy:
ian.hardy@btinternet.com)
Barnet
Libby Martin: libby_martin1@hotmail.com
Haringey
Chris Barker: chrisjbarker46@gmail.com

St Albans City & District
Phil Escritt: escritt@waitrose.com

Footpath problems (2) — contact your local authority:
Legal problems across Hertfordshire
Rights of Way Service
Hertfordshire County Council
0300 123 4047
row@hertfordshire.gov.uk

Dacorum
Clayton Rae
Dacorum Borough Council
01442 228 356
clayton.rae@dacorum.gov.uk

Maintenance or obstruction issues
(except Dacorum and Broxbourne)
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
services/highways-roads-andpavements/report-a-problem/report-ahighway-fault/what-type-of-fault-are-you
-reporting2.aspx

Broxbourne
Engineering and Surveying
Services
Broxbourne Borough Council
01992 785 577
ess@broxbourne.gov.uk
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Barnet
Street Based Services
Barnet Borough Council
HighwaysCorrespondence@
Barnet.gov.uk
Haringey
Frontline Business Support
Haringey Council

020 8489 1335
frontline@haringey.gov.uk
Enfield
Environment, Waste &
Transport
Enfield Borough Council
020 8379 3565
transportation@enfield.gov.uk

Group information

Ramblers members can walk with any Group throughout the country. There is
summary information and a list of the published walks for all the Groups on the Area
website: www.ramblers.org.uk/hertfordshire-north-middlesex. Follow the link
‘Our Groups’ to see the location of each Group, the types of walks they do and link
to each Group website.
Here are the Groups in our Area with contact details. Almost all walks are listed on
the Ramblers national website: www.ramblers.org.uk and click on ‘Where do you
want to walk’ or ‘Find a group’. Because of Covid-19 you may need to look at the
Group's website to obtain a list of the walks on offer.
East Herts
Sarah Lea
ehr@easthertsramblers.co.uk
www.easthertsramblers.co.uk
Facebook, Instagram: search East Herts
Ramblers

Royston
Miss Lesley Abbiss
royston.ramblers@yahoo.com
www.ramblers.org.uk/royston
Facebook: search Royston Ramblers

Finchley & Hornsey
Vivien Mallindine
fandhramblers@hotmail.co.uk
www.ramblers.org.uk/finchley-hornsey

Stag Walkers
Rebecca Dawson
stagwalkers@gmail.com
www.stagwalkers.org.uk
www.facebook.com/groups/stagwalkers
A Group aimed at people in their 20s
and 30s

Herts Weekend Walkers
Liz Nolan
contact@hertsww.org.uk
www.hertsww.org.uk
www.facebook.com/groups/hertsww
An informal ‘Flexigroup’ aimed at people
in their 40s and 50s.
North Herts
Jo Lindridge
www.nhrg.org.uk
secretary@nhrg.org.uk
North London & South Herts
Beth Houghton
ramblersnlsh2@outlook.com
www.ramblers.org.uk/north-london-south
-herts

Watford &Three Rivers
Annette Cotter
annette.cotter@icloud.com
www.ramblers.org.uk/watford-threerivers
www.facebook.com/
WatfordAnd3RiversRamblers
West Herts
Lynda Abbott
secretary.westhertsramblers@gmail.com
www.westhertsramblers.org.uk
www.facebook.com/groups/
WestHertsRamblers
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